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Abstract 
Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE) is an efficient method for graphene flake exfoliation and considered 
to be compatible with industrial production requirements. However, most of available LPE methods 
require the uses of harmful and expensive solvents for chemical exfoliation prior to mechanical dispersion 
of the flakes, and therefore an additional step is needed to remove the contamination caused by the added 
chemicals, making the process complex, costly, unsafe and detrimental to the environment.  
By studying the effects of key ultrasonic LPE parameters, our study demonstrates the possibility to 
control the production and quality of few-layer graphene flakes in pure water in a relatively short period 
of time. The driving frequency of an ultrasonic source, a higher acoustic cavitation intensity and uniform 
distribution of the cavitation events in the sonicated volume are the key parameters for controlling the 
thickness, surface area and production yield of few-layer graphene flakes. The results are discussed in the 
context of mechanical exfoliation. This opens a direction for developing LPE into a cost effective, clean, 
environmentally friendly, and scalable manufacturing process for the next generation of two-dimensional 
nanomaterials for industrial-scale applications. 
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Graphene is a remarkable, flexible two-dimensional (2D) crystal with excellent and unique functional 
properties, which makes it the most promising candidate for 2D nanotechnological applications [1-3]. 
Graphene utilization is, however, restricted to a large extent by the difficulties in producing high quality 
and large surface area flakes. Among the existing preparation methods of graphene, there has been always 
a challenge in balancing quality, cost, scalability, purity and yield of the graphene flakes [4]. It has been 
shown [4] that the three existing methods (chemical vapour deposition, bottom-up synthesis and synthesis 
on silicon carbide (SiC)) have very high cost in production and low scalability. The original way of 
making graphene, known as mechanical exfoliation, has little chance to be scaled up to industry level. 
The two other methods (reduction of graphene oxide and liquid-phase exfoliation (LPE)) seem rather 
suitable for mass production and have become the primary methods for producing commercially available 
graphene.  
Reduction of graphene oxide allows the material production of bulk quantities with high yield and 
reasonably low cost but the quality of the graphene is low due to the presence of internal and external 
defects [5-7]. On the other hand, LPE as a typical top-down technique has a relatively small yield with a 
considerable amount of unexfoliated graphite needed to be removed. However, high scalability and low 
cost make this technique suitable for producing graphene in bulk quantities [8-10] with the quality 
comparable to synthesized graphene film on metal or SiC surfaces [4]. According to a recent LPE study 
in [11] this method is becoming a popular technique for scalable production of graphene. It should be 
noted that the size of LPE graphene flakes (a lateral size or an area of the flake) is rather small (typically 
less or around 1 µm) [5-7, 8-10]. However, for many important applications, graphene flakes may not be 
necessarily large in size, atomically thin and of perfect crystallinity [12]. From an industrial point of view, 
different kinds of graphene samples should be exploited for various applications. For example, adding 
thermally expanded graphite (prepared in the multistep process including LPE via ultrasonication) could 
increase thermal, fire and heat resistance as well as the thermal conductivity of epoxy composites [13]. 
Few-layer graphene (FLG) flakes of small size with developed surface have been used in inkjet 
applications in electric circuits [14-17], printed medical sensors [18], biosensors [19, 20], or gas vapor 
sensor [21]. One of the important recent discoveries is that micrometre-sized graphene and FLG are 
promising for filtration application, e.g. converting seawater into drinking water [22, 23]. Hence, LPE 
offers controllable graphene (FLG) production: with different flake shapes and sizes, different amounts 
and types of defects as well as highly developed surface and edges in order to meet the needs of various 
new applications, such as filters, biomarkers, ink, epoxy composites, etc [24].  
There are, however, significant drawbacks in the currently used LPE methods that are typically based 
on the following [11, 25]: (1) chemical treatment processing (involving the uses of high cost, harmful and 
 
polluting solvents or surfactants) to enlarge the space between graphite layers, followed by (2) application 
of external fields such as shearing or ultrasonication to exfoliate and spread the flakes in the solution; and 
frequently (3) graphene purification from chemical residues [11, 25, 26]. A recent review on LPE [11] 
emphasizes the need to produce graphene by using green and non-toxic dispersants. In this aspect, water 
is ideal and appealing, especially after graphene was recently proven to be hydrophilic [27], as an 
environment-friendly and low-cost dispersion medium [14, 28]. A few reported studies on water-based 
LPE still used surfactants, polymer stabilizers or some specialized ingredients as an exfoliation medium 
[26-35], which are considered to be necessary to disperse the graphene flakes in water. For a long time, 
graphite was believed to be hydrophobic with water contact angle of about 90° [36]. Since then, reported 
wetting properties of graphite and graphene remained under debate due to the contradictions and 
inconsistencies of the published results [27]. Later Li et al. [37] have estimated the value for clean graphite 
surface as 64°, and shown that the hydrophobicity of graphite and graphene is actually due to airborne 
hydrocarbon contamination. Recently, Belyaeva et al. [27] have concluded that graphene-water interface 
is transparent to polar and dispersive interactions, showing that the wettability of single and bilayer 
graphene is noticeably higher than that of graphite. For the first time measured contact angle of graphene 
on water was lower than 30°. So, the fact that FLG may be rather hydrophilic raises the question as to 
whether a surfactant is absolutely required to stabilize graphene in water [15, 27, 38]. To the best of our 
knowledge, only a few attempts have been reported where solely water was used for graphene exfoliation 
via ultrasonication. One of these studies showed that the process required long treatment time (> 60 h) 
[39]. Some reported that an extra step of exfoliation in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), 
dimethylformamide (DMF), or vapor-assisted pre-treatment was also needed [14, 40-42]. Generally, those 
steps are required to initiate the expanding of the graphite source, while the ultrasonic (US) processing in 
these approaches was used rather to maintain FLG flakes dispersion in the solution. 
In this paper, we focus on ultrasound-assisted LPE technique, realized by means of commercially 
available industrial equipment. We used only ultrasonic cavitation technology in pure water-graphite 
solutions, as a single step process for graphene exfoliation. Similar approach to LPE was published in 
[35] and was performed by using unique custom-made equipment for a small volume of water–surfactants 
solutions. Here we present a clean, environmentally friendly, and potentially scalable manufacturing 
process for graphene exfoliation in pure deionized water (DIW) without any addition of chemicals. We 
confirm the presence of graphene sheets by numerous characterization techniques. Our method is able to 
produce high-quality FLG flakes with low level of defects and no immediate evidence of oxidation. As 
Turner et al. [35] have pointed out, most of US based LPE studies lack the understanding on the driving 
fundamental mechanisms for graphene exfoliation. Their work highlighted the importance of optimizing 
the US parameters, named as an inertial cavitation dose (ICD), which is a combination of time and the 
 
input power. The US processes, described here, are performed at ICD reflecting developed cavitation and 
at a constant (rather short, 2 h) time of treatment. Our main focus was on further identifying the key 
cavitation parameters that influence the final structure of FLG in water. The driving force of the LPE by 
cavitation is, as in other US-based slurry processes, the implosion of micrometre-sized, vigorously 
oscillating bubbles [43]. Those bubbles store a huge amount of potential energy. When they 
catastrophically collapse, the energy is instantaneously released to produce high-speed liquid micro-jets 
(in the range of 100-500 m/s) [44], high-pressure shock waves (up to 1 GPa) [45, 46] and local hot spots 
up to 104 Kelvin [47, 48]. Such process is repeated many thousands of times in a second and is considered 
to be the driving force of the exfoliation of the graphite layers. The cavitation bubbles can be of different 
size and lifetime, can act individually or as a cloud of bubbles that may significantly affect their dynamics 
[49] and can behave in a stable or transient manner depending on the developed acoustic pressure field 
[50]. These phenomena determine the cavitation process itself, and may also control the graphene 
exfoliation mechanism. Since it is not possible to control the individual bubble behaviour in such a chaotic 
and dynamic environment, the ultrasonication parameters are adjusted based on the collective behaviour 
of the bubble clouds and the corresponding pressure waves by monitoring the ultrasonication parameters. 
For example, the driving frequency (f) and the acoustic power (W) related to the squared vibration 
amplitude (A2) determine the average bubble size and concentration, respectively. The cavitation 
development depends on the acoustic power (≈A2 × f 2), and the cavitation intensity is proportional to the 
released bubble energy. Other process parameters include the graphite source, concentration of the tested 
suspension, surfactant presence, temperature (T) and treatment time, as well as the geometry of the US 
reactor. In this article we focus on the influence of US parameters such as set-up configuration, frequency 
and power on the graphene exfoliation process. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
Graphite powder (GP) from Alfa Aesar (LOT: B08Z019) was selected as the graphite source in our 
experiments. The average size of graphite particles was about 70 µm as per manufacturer’s specification. 
DIW of the purity type 2 supplied by Lab Unlimited Carl Stuart group was used as a dispersing medium. 
Three types of ultrasonic transducer systems were used for graphene exfoliation process. Two of them 
were ultrasound horns (sonotrodes), which were immersed into the water volume from the beaker top. 
The one shown schematically in Fig. 1a (Hielscher UP200S processor) had a 3-mm diameter Ti sonotrode 
(marked as 1), working at a frequency of 24 kHz with the maximum (when the sonotrode operated at 
100% of the input power) peak-to-peak amplitude 210 µm. In this study, it was operated at 50% of power 
only. The second one had a similar sonotrode but 20 mm in diameter (Fig. 1b) attached to a Sonic Systems 
 
ultrasonic processor L500, working at 20 kHz, with the maximum (100%) peak-to-peak amplitude of 30 
µm. It was operated at 25 and 100% of power. The main difference between the two set-ups was the 
diameter of the sonotrode (Ø, shown in Fig. 1). When using the same beaker geometry and liquid volume 
and maintaining the same US parameters (cavitation intensity, temperature and time), the set-ups 
obviously differed by the cavitation zone diameters, indicated in the Fig. 1a,b by the dashed line. The 
ratio of the cavitation zone (v) to the treated volume (V – water volume in the beaker) in the case of 3-mm 
sonotrode is v3mm/V=0.0003, while for 20-mm sonotrode it is v20mm/V=0.1. These ratios define the 
differences in the US energy distribution in the vessel bulk (discussed below). The third type was a multi-
frequency membrane transducer (Meinhardt Ultrasonics) with an upside down geometry (Fig. 1c), where 
the ultrasound was applied from the bottom of the beaker at 50 and 97% of input power.  
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental set-ups. 3-mm (a) and 20-mm (b) sonotrodes immersed 
in the glass beaker (50 mm in diameter) containing DIW–graphite mixture; dashed line indicates 
cavitation zone size. When using a high-frequency membrane set-up instead of a sonotrode, the 
membrane is located at the bottom of the beaker (c), so the cavitation zone size spans over entire 
volume of the beaker. Numbers indicate a US source (1), a cavitometer (2) and a thermocouple (3). 
Typical images of the produced flakes: (d) low-resolution TEM image of one of the FLG flake after 
US exfoliation process and centrifugation, scale bar 200 nm; high-resolution TEM image of the same 
flake from (d): (e) edges of several bilayer graphene sheets (2Ls) overlapped with SLG (1L) are shown; 
and (f) the edge of SLG; (e, f) scale bar of 5 nm. 
 
 
Due to the multi-function performance of the piezoceramic transducer and the configuration of the Ti 
diaphragm (50 mm in diameter, equal to the beaker diameter, (1) in Fig. 1c), we were able to establish 
cavitation conditions at 4 working frequencies, i.e. 208, 378, 992 and 1174 kHz. In this configuration the 
cavitation zone volume is the entire volume of the beaker, v3/V=1. All of the described US systems could 
be operated either in continuous or pulsed modes. 
The broadband acoustic noise level generated by the cavitation zone was measured (in mV) using a 
calibrated cavitometer developed and produced by the Belorussian State University of Informatics and 
Radioelectronics [51]. For all configurations the cavitometer was immersed from the beaker top, (2) in 
Fig. 1a-c. The cavitometer consisted of a tungsten wave-guide probe with a diameter of 4 mm and a length 
of 500 mm connected to a piezoelectric receiver mounted within a metallic enclosure. A full description 
can be found elsewhere [51]. The signal acquisition and processing were carried out using a supplied 
acquisition system ICA-3M. Cavitation intensity (level of broadband noise) was registered as the full 
integral of the cavitation noise from all bubbles: pulsed stationary bubbles and transient bubbles that 
produced shock wave emissions (associated with MHz frequencies) upon their implosion. 
As it is schematically shown in Fig. 1a and b, in the sonotrode configuration the US source (marked as 
(1) in Fig. 1) was submerged (2-mm below the liquid surface) into the central area of the mixture volume. 
In the membrane configuration (Fig. 1c) the US field was applied from the bottom. 150 ml of DIW were 
filled into a glass beaker of 50-mm diameter. 60 mg of the GP were added into the beaker and stirred 
manually with a Teflon spoon prior to ultrasonication to obtain mixture consistency. Another amount of 
GP were used to analyse the yield dependency presented in detail in the supplementary information. The 
mixture was further ultrasonicated for 2 h under specific US parameters: cavitation intensity, frequency 
and transducer type. US field was applied under the input power of 25 to 100% depending on the US 
source, to initiate and to maintain the cavitation process. To ensure comparable condition between 
different set-ups or when we varied one of the US parameters, we always maintained the similar cavitation 
conditions by monitoring and maintaining the same cavitation intensity (level of broadband noise). The 
measurements by the cavitometer were taken in the central region of the solution volume, approximately 
3 cm away from the US source surface, (2) in Fig. 1a-c. During the first 15 min, the DIW slightly warmed 
up and then remained at ~40 °C for degassing process for further 10 min. Depending on the set-up, a 
cooling bath, fan or hot plate were applied to stabilize and maintain the same temperature at 40±3 °C. The 
reason for choosing this temperature is the fact that it seems to promote long-term stability of dispersed 
graphene [39], and is similar to that in the studies yielding of high quality graphene [52, 53]. During the 
ultrasonic processing, a standard K-thermocouple with an RS 52 Digital Thermometer was used to 
monitor the temperature of the mixture ((3) in Fig. 1a-c).  
 
After US processing, the water solution became dark black and was further centrifuged (CF) for 30 
min at 1500 relative centrifugal force (rcf) using a Heraeus Labofuge 400R system. The upper part of the 
CF solution was separated at once in order to prepare several different supernatant samples for advanced 
characterization. 
First, a UV-vis spectroscopy (a UV spectrometer by Hewlett Packard 8453) was used to identify the 
solution composition. For that, a certain amount of the CF solution was poured into a 3.5-ml Cole-Palmer 
quartz cuvette and measured immediately to avoid partial agglomeration of the flakes and their 
sedimentation (precipitation) in the aqueous solution. Each UV-vis spectrum was collected with an 
acquisition time of 10 s in the spectral range from 220 to 800 nm, to cover the range where graphene and 
GO related peaks are expected to be seen.  
Consequently, one drop of the CF solution was transferred onto a cleaned Si/SiO2 (300 nm) surface 
and dried at room temperature (RT) within a ducted fume cupboard prior to Raman investigation. Another 
3 drops were put onto holey-carbon-coated copper grids (300 mesh) for transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) investigation and also dried at RT. Both dried samples were stored in plastic wafer-trays to be 
measured some days later. An InVia Raman (Renishaw) spectroscopy system with Modu-Laser working 
at an excitation wave length of 514 nm was used to confirm the FLG structure, to verify the number of 
layers (NLs), presence of defects, and to trace the graphite flakes structure quality after US process. The 
laser spot size was ∼2 µm and the laser power was 0.2 mW. Raman spectrum of 20-30 random flakes 
were registered in the range from 1200 to 3100 cm-1. Data collection was made under 50× magnification, 
the acquisition time was adjusted to have a reasonable signal/noise ratio.  
A high resolution 200-kV JEOL 2100F Field Emission Gun TEM was used to investigate individual 
FLG flakes in terms of their area and NLs. One of the TEM investigated FLG flake is illustrated at low 
magnification in Fig. 1d. The fragments of bilayer and single layer graphene (SLG) are shown in high 
resolution TEM images (Fig. 1e and f). 20-30 representative flakes were investigated for each of the US 
conditions. Further image processing was performed with ImageJ software in order to estimate the surface 
area and thickness of each flake.  
 
3. Results and Discussion 
Prior to the investigation of the effect of the US parameters, Raman spectroscopy was used to 
characterise the original graphite source in comparison to the FLG flakes exfoliated by different US 
sources, but under the same experimental conditions: duration, temperature and input power. Figure 2 
summarises the comparison results. All obtained spectra (Fig. 2a) always contained 4 main Raman 
features typical of a well crystallized sp2-hybridized carbon material [54-56]: G band around 1580 cm–1, 
 
defect-related modes (D and D′) around 1350 cm–1 and 1620 cm–1, respectively, and the 2nd order of 
Raman scattering (2D) peak around 2700 cm–1. Typical Raman spectra of FLG flakes obtained after US 
treatment (Fig. 2a, spectra in black (1-3)) repeat the bands positions, width and shape of the spectrum in 
grey (4) of the original graphite material, but showing bigger 2D to G intensity ratio suggesting that they 
are thinner than the original GP particles [57]. Intensity ratios between the Raman peaks D, D′, 2D and G 
of the spectra from different US set-ups are collected in Table S1. 
It should be noted that some spectra of the as-produced FLG flakes were typical of those of low 
defective SLG where 2D to G intensity ratio was bigger than 1, the D to G intensity ratio was close to that 
of original GP and the 2D shape was symmetrical with the peak width smaller than 25 cm–1 [54, 64] (2D 
peak width of the rest of the examined flakes was more than 60 cm–1). An example of a typical Raman 
spectrum of SLG, produced in this work, is presented in Fig. 2b. 
A comparison of the original GP spectrum with the spectra of FLG flakes prepared by 2 of US set-ups 
(50-mm membrane at 1174 kHz and 20-mm/20-kHz) generally did not show significant quality 
 
Figure 2. (a) Averaged Raman spectra of the FLG flakes after US processing with different set-ups (1-
3) and the spectrum of the original graphite material (4), spectral intensities are normalized by the 
intensity of the G mode at 1580 cm–1. The names of the main peaks are indicated; (b) An example of a 
Raman spectrum registered for one of SLG flakes obtained after US exfoliation process. (c) Different 
Raman peaks intensities ratios (2D, D, D′ to G) for all used US configurations vs input power. The 
data at zero power (separated by dashed line) correspond to the Raman data of original GP. 3 mm, 20 
mm and 50 mm are the indications for US set-up with corresponding size of the US source. 
 
degradation (see D/G and D′/G ratios data in Fig. 2c for power 50%). It is worth noting that the spectra 
of FLG produced by the membrane US set-ups have shown the smallest D/G and D′/G intensity ratios 
(for both of tested powers), see Spectrum 3 in Fig. 2a, data in Fig. 2c (grey diamond and triangular 
symbols) and Table S1. The higher noise level in the case of Spectrum 3 of Fig. 2a can be explained by 
the smaller crystal size. This is expected since the Raman peak intensity is proportional to the volume of 
the sample. 
Based on this we can assume that the highest frequency membrane set-up provides the “gentler” way 
of US treatment for FLG exfoliation. The defect-related modes (D and D′) in Spectrum 1 (Fig. 2a) and so 
the D/G and D′/G ratios data in Fig. 2c at 50% of power (open diamond and triangular symbols) was 
significantly greater (Table S1), meaning that FLG samples after exfoliation by the 3-mm sonotrode 
became more defective compared to the original graphite source and to the FLG flakes obtained by other 
US set-ups. It is known that D/D′ intensity ratio can be used to quantify the defects in graphene [58]. In 
our experiment D/D′ ratio for the flakes, exfoliated by any US set-up (Spectra 1–3 in Fig. 2a), was smaller 
than that of original GP, i.e. less than 1.75 (Table S1). Given that, we can assume that our sonication 
processes do not introduce any significant number of basal plane defects [35, 58] and may conclude that 
the observed increase in amount of defects is more due to the thinning of the graphite flake and its size 
decrease [35, 58, 59]. 
3.1 Effect of US configuration geometry  
To understand the importance of US configuration geometry, we firstly performed exfoliation under 
the same cavitation intensity using two horn-type US systems; both at a frequency around 20 kHz. In the 
case of the 3-mm sonotrode (v3mm/V=0.0003), the US field is more heterogeneous, with acoustic energy 
releasing close to the tip of the sonotrode, forming a very concentrated cavitation zone expanding 
downwards in a typical conical structure that quickly attenuates due to the shielding effect [49], with, 
therefore, “dead zones” in the vessel farther away from the tip. In the case of the 20-mm sonotrode, the 
cavitation zone volume is comparable on the same scale to the treated volume in the beaker (v20mm/V=0.1) 
and, with taking into account the secondary acoustic flows [60], the entire volume is subjected to 
treatment. These differences in set-up configuration result in different conditions for graphene LPE. To 
verify this effect, we prepared the FLG flakes solution using 3- and 20-mm sonotrodes under the same 
US conditions, i.e. cavitation intensity as measured by the cavitometer and the input power integrated 
over the sonotrode tip area ~ 2πρc×f 2A2×πØ 2/4 ≅ 3 kW [61] for maximum amplitude, where ρ - water 
density, c - US velocity in water). The obtained aqueous solutions of FLG flakes were then characterized 





Figure 3. Characterization of FLG flakes 
produced by two sonotrodes of different 
diameters. (a) UV-vis spectra for as-
obtained FLG flakes solutions; (b) TEM 
data presented as the surface area and NLs 
distribution for each examined flake. 
Corresponding sonotrode’s diameters are 
indicated at the graph. 
 
The corresponding UV-vis spectra are displayed in Fig. 3a. The shape of each spectrum was identical 
to a typical spectrum of graphene, i.e. characterized by a pronounced peak around 270 nm attributed to 
the presence of graphene [62, 63]. We did not observe the peak around 230 nm related to the presence of 
graphene oxide [64, 65], indicating that the as-obtained FLG flakes were not oxidized up to the level that 
can be detected by UV-vis. A lower peak intensity for the as-treated sample obtained with the 3-mm set-
up was apparently due to a lower concentration of FLG flakes.  
Raman spectroscopy investigation of the samples after US revealed 2 clear features (see spectra 1 and 
2 in Fig. 2a and data in Table S1): in the case of the 3-mm sonotrode the intensity of the D′ peak around 
1620 cm-1 (or the corresponding D′/G intensity ratio in Fig. 2c) was higher; and D to G peak intensity 
ratio in Fig. 2c (Table S1) was bigger. The D′/G intensity ratio increase implies a larger amount of edge 
defects in the crystal structure (so-called edge states) [55, 56]. The D to G peak intensity ratio is related 
to the defect amount in the crystal [54-56]. Given that, we can conclude the following: FLG flakes after 
US treatment with the 20-mm sonotrode were of better quality, i.e. with a lower amount of defects, as 
compared to the samples obtained with the 3-mm sonotrode (open and black diamonds symbols in Fig. 
2c at 50% of power). This can be related to the fact (discussed above) that the 3-mm sonotrode created a 
concentrated cavitation zone of rather high acoustic intensity, which was destructive for graphite flakes. 
Probably GP fractions under that high intensity were rather breaking perpendicular to the graphite planes 
than thinning via splitting the graphitic layers, which is confirmed by the biggest observed value of D′/G 
ratio, related to edge defects (open triangular symbol in Fig. 2c). 
 
Finally, the as-obtained FLG flakes were investigated by TEM. Typical TEM images of the FLG at 
low and high resolution are presented in Fig. 1d-f. The analysed TEM data is summarized in Fig. 3b as 
the distribution of individual flake sizes and thicknesses (number of layers) for each set-up. The graphite 
flakes obtained after US with the 3-mm sonotrode had a wider variation in NLs and area (black dots in 
Fig. 3b) while the 20-mm set-up allowed us to produce thinner FLG flakes with the surface area up to 3 
µm2 (black open circles in Fig. 3b). That could be again related to the fact that the 3-mm sonotrode created 
a non-uniform US field in the vessel, which led to a wider variation in the thickness and size of the 
exfoliated flakes. Corresponding flakes were also more defective (Fig. 2a,c and Table S1) than the initial 
graphite source, while their concentration in the solution after centrifuging was very low, according to the 
UV data in Fig. 3a. The average thickness of the flakes exfoliated by the 20-mm sonotrode was 14 Ls, 
which is 2 times thinner compared to that of the flakes prepared by the 3-mm sonotrode. So in the latter 
case most of the flakes could not be called as FLG. 
Note that the overall level of the broadband noise (reflecting the overall emissions from cavitation 
bubbles) was kept the same in both cases but was obviously generated by two very different distributions 
of cavitation events, i.e. very locally concentrated cavitation zone in the case of the 3-mm sonotrode and 
more uniformly distributed cavitation region in the case of the 20-mm sonotrode. The size of the cavitation 
zone is about 1.5 of the sonotrode diameter [66], implying a difference of 4.5 and 30 mm in the diameter 
of the active cavitation zone among these 2 US tip set-ups (as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1a,b). 
Therefore, the 20-mm sonotrode generates a cavitation zone that covers almost all treated volume, 
especially if the acoustic streaming and re-circulated acoustic flows are taken into account [60]. The tested 
set-up configurations demonstrated also the importance of the ratio between the diameters of the 
sonotrode (3 or 20 mm) and the beaker (50 mm). So the US field distribution along the solution volume 
was getting more uniform when those diameters were closer to each other. The uniform cavitation 
treatment provided more uniform FLG flakes size and thickness distribution (TEM results in Fig. 3b) as 
compared to the set-up with a concentrated cavitation zone. Moreover, the smaller sonotrode but with the 
same input power generated higher cavitation concentration in a smaller volume, resulting in more 
defective structure of the final FLG flakes. 
3.2 Effect of excitation frequency 
 In addition to different sonotrode diameters, we further investigated the frequency effect on the 
exfoliation process using 2 US set-ups covering the frequency range from 20 (20-mm sonotrode) to 1174 
kHz (50-mm membrane). In order to make sensible comparison for different types of oscillating sources, 
we maintained the broadband acoustic noise level at the same value in mV for each of the tested regime, 
which was achieved for each frequency by adjusting the input power of the ultrasonic generator. In all 
 
experiments the temperature was in 40±3 °C over 2 h of processing. To assure this, the highest frequency 
set-up was used in a pulse mode, otherwise the temperature would increase higher than 40 ºC. UV-vis 
spectra of all as prepared samples (Fig. 4a) demonstrated a standard FLG related peak of different intensity 
in UV range around 270 nm, except for the sample from 208-kHz set-up (spectrum no 3). A sample 
obtained under 208 kHz sonication exhibited a sharp peak at ~ 250 nm, untypical of graphene suspension. 
That must be due to a lower cavitation intensity (per volume) that was introduced during US processing 
in order to maintain the given broadband noise level in our experiment, i.e. smaller amount of bigger 
bubbles. The cavitation pressure generated by these bubbles and distributed over entire volume apparently 
was not sufficient to reach effective cavitation-driven exfoliation. So the exfoliation rate was low due to 
inadequate combination of cavitation bubble amount, size and activity. The lowest UV absorbance rate 
was observed for the samples exfoliated at 992- and 378-kHz set-ups (number 1 and 2 spectra, 
respectively). The highest peak intensities in Fig. 4a (spectra number 5 and 4, respectively) were observed 
for FLG flakes solutions obtained under 20- and 1174-kHz US treatment. Given that, we can assume that 
those set-ups provide FLG flakes solution of higher concentration as compared to other tested frequencies. 
Raman spectroscopy study did not show significant differences between the spectra of the samples 
exfoliated under different frequencies, except for the sample prepared by US process at 208 kHz, for 
which significantly higher Raman intensities were observed for defects related peaks (D and D′ to G ratios 
in Table S1). Based on the spectral analysis of Raman data (main peaks positions, ratios and width) we 
 
Figure 4. Characterization of FLG flakes produced at different frequencies. (a) UV-vis spectra for as-
obtained FLG flakes solutions; (b) TEM data presented as the surface area and NLs distribution for 
each examined flake. Inset presents the average data of the main plot with their standard deviations. 
Corresponding frequencies are indicated in the graph legend by number for UV-vis data, by symbol 
for TEM results. 
 
can conclude that the resulting material is thin graphite flakes (2D/G ratios were greater than those of 
original GP [57]) with low amount of defects: D/G and D′/G ratios were slightly bigger than those 
observed in the spectra of original graphite source (Table S1) [55, 56]. Nevertheless, when looking at 
D/D′ ratio, which was not greater than 2, we can assume that those defects are rather edge defects [67], 
which appear due to the reduction of flake size and thickness [59]. This shows that for FLG flakes the 
sono-exfoliation processes went without introducing a notable number of basal plane defects, thus, we 
can exclude the quality degradation during US processes used. It should be noted that the intensity ratios 
D/G and D’/G (see Table S1) of the samples obtained using the membrane at the highest frequency were 
the smallest, which indicates their better quality compared to the FLG flakes produced by the same US 
set-up but at lower frequencies. As one can see in Fig. 2c, grey diamond and triangular symbols at 100% 
power are slightly lower than those in black colour at 25% of power. Thus, the higher the frequency set-
up is, the “gentler” the US treatment will be. 
Figure 4b gives the summary of TEM results for the size and thickness distribution of individual flakes. 
The inset summarizes these data as the average value for each frequency with the standard deviation. As 
one can see, for the sample solution prepared at 208 kHz we were able to find only few FLG flakes (with 
thickness lower than 10 Ls) on the TEM grid. All examined flakes had widely variable size and thickness 
distributions (squares in Fig. 4b) with an average thickness of 31 Ls (Table S1). This is in good agreement 
with our hypothesis that the exfoliation in this regime was not as effective as in the other investigated US 
regimes. For the samples obtained under other frequencies their TEM data were spread within the same 
region, indicated by the dashed rectangular in Fig. 4b. Looking at the plot of the average data one can find 
that the distribution was similar only for the surface area, within the range of 1-3 μm2. FLG flakes obtained 
in the 20-kHz set-up showed larger NLs (15 on average), while the higher frequency membrane set-up 
produced the FLG flakes with the average NLs lower than 10 (see Table S1), the thinnest flakes were 
detected for the highest frequency US set-up (~7 Ls on average). Thus, the higher the frequency, the 
thinner the graphite flakes. It is also important to recall that FLG concentration (quantity of exfoliated 
flakes in the solution) in the water solution is one of the main characteristics for further application and 
mass production. The UV-vis investigation demonstrated that the 20-mm/20-kHz sonotrode set-up 
provided us with the FLG solution of the highest concentration. The next highest concentration was 
detected for the membrane working at highest frequency 1174 kHz (Fig. 4a, spectra 4 and 5).  
3.3 Effect of input power 
Results from experiments related to the effect of excitation frequency were obtained by maintaining 
the level of broadband noise generated by cavitation bubbles (cavitation intensity) for all 5 frequencies. 
That was achieved by adjusting the input transducer power for each set-up, so that the highest transducer 
power was required for the highest studied frequency of 1174 kHz. In this section we analyse the effect 
 
of input power on the cavitation process and FLG flake production. For the minimum (20 kHz - Lf) and 
maximum (1174 kHz - Hf) frequency set-ups, that have shown the best results for FLG exfoliation, we 
repeated the US exfoliation process at different input power levels and characterized the produced 
solutions in the same way as described above (sections 3.1 and 3.2). So for the 20-kHz sonotrode US 
process was performed at 3 different powers of 25, 50 and 100% and for the membrane configuration at 
the frequency of 1174 kHz it was conducted at 50% and 97%, meaning that cavitation intensity was 
increased with input power value. A lower input power for Hf process did not provide sufficient level of 
cavitation and FLG exfoliation. 
Raman spectroscopy confirmed the graphitic structure of the final FLG flakes. According to the data 
presented in Fig. 2c, the 2D/G intensity ratio was bigger than that of the original graphite source (Table 
S1). The quality of as-prepared samples was comparable to the quality of the pristine graphite source (D/G 
and D’/G intensity ratios in Fig. 2c and Table S1). Although for the Lf US set-up at the maximum input 
power a sufficient increase (almost doubled) of the average D/G intensity ratio was detected, leaving 
another ratio D’/G, also related to defects, almost unaltered. Since the D/D’ intensity ratio increased to 
almost 2.5, we suggest that the 20-mm/20-kHz US process at 100% power may introduce some basal 
plane defects [58, 67]. 
The analysed TEM data are accumulated in Fig. 5a,b as the surface area and NLs distribution for each 
examined FLG flake. A common behaviour for both configurations was observed in the presented 
distributions. For each set-up the rising of the input power led to enlarging of the flake area and reduction 
in the flake thickness (transit from open/grey to black circles). The average of the main data, plotted in 
the inset of  Fig. 5b, revealed that at 50% power the Hf membrane set-up produces thinner, more uniform 
but smaller in size FLG flakes than flakes exfoliated under the same power of the Lf set-up. The Lf process 
leads to obtained FLG flakes of slightly larger area at any power. The thinnest and largest FLG flakes 
were observed at maximum power of the 20-mm sonotrode: the thickness reduced down to 5 Ls on 
average (Table S1) and the flake area up to 5 µm2 (black circles in Fig. 5a), which was not reached using 
the membrane US set-up (black circles in Fig. 5b). Worth noting that due to the different US sources 
geometry (see section 3.1), for the same input power the cavitation intensity was several times lower in 
case of Hf set-up. So the cavitation intensity was comparable only for processes in Lf set-up at 25% of 
power and in Hf set-up at 100% of power. An interesting conclusion can be made from the UV-vis analysis 
of the same samples. For both US configurations the intensity of the peak related to graphene presence 
rose up with increasing the input power (Fig. 5c,d). 
 
 
Figure 5. TEM data presented as the surface area and NLs distribution for each examined flake in 
dependence on the input power and set-up: the 20-mm sonotrode working at 20 kHz (Lf) (a); the 50-
mm membrane working at 1174 kHz (Hf) (b). Power level and corresponding frequencies are indicated 
at the top right corner of each graphs. Inset represents the average area and thickness data for both US 
set-ups: circles use for Hf, square - for Lf; colour corresponds to the different input power and same as 
on the main plot, Fig. 5a,b. Corresponding UV-vis spectra of as-obtained FLG solutions for each US 
process: (c) is for 20-kHz/20-mm sonotrode, (d) one is for 1174-kHz/50-mm membrane. 
 The yield of dispersed FLG flakes production was estimated following the procedure described 
elsewhere [35]. The highest yield of 12.5% was achieved in the configuration with 20-mm/20-kHz 
sonotrode. This number is comparable to the results of Turner et al. (16 %, Fig. 3a in [35]), where the 
same frequency US process in aqueous solutions, although with sodium cholate as a surfactant, was used. 
However, as we show in Supplementary Materials the yield strongly depends on the centrifugation rate 
(Fig. S1), which was intentionally chosen to be low by Turner et al. [35]. Moreover, our FLG flakes 
exfoliated only in DIW were of similar average thickness (5-6 Ls), but of larger average area by more 
than 150 times (~2.5 µm2 in the current work vs ~0.015 µm2 in [35]). The quality of our FLG flakes also 
seems to be better in terms of the defect amount introduced after US process. Firstly, the average D/G 
peak intensity ratio increased from ~0.08 for original graphite (Fig. S4.3 in [35]) to ~0.47 for all samples 
treated during 2 h in the reference (see Fig. 4 in [35]). The average D/G peak intensity ratio in our work 
was ~0.3, which is closer to the one of original graphite powder (0.21) (Table S1). Secondly, the D/D′ 
 
intensity ratio (Table S1) was below 2.5 in our work and ~ 3 in [35], hence, we also can conclude that our 
FLG flakes are less defective, and most of the defects are edge related [58]. 
 
3.4 Sono-exfoliation mechanisms 
The mechanisms for the sono-exfoliation of graphite are closely related to the established cavitation 
regime. The size, distribution and collapse of bubbles as well as their number and spatial distribution are 
the important parameters, which in turn are controlled by frequency, power, and set-up configuration 
geometry. By varying frequency in our US set-ups, we did not observe any significant changes in the 
quality of as-produced FLG in terms of amount of defects, which were monitored by the Raman intensities 
ratios D/G and D′/G. Based on TEM investigation, a clear thickness dependency on the driving frequency 
was noticed: the higher the frequency, the thinner the FLG flakes under similar cavitation intensity. The 
well-known Minnaert equation [68, 69] predicts that the bubble linear resonance size (when the bubble 
becomes unstable and implodes) depends on the acoustic frequency and in water at ∼20 kHz it is ∼138 μm 
while at 1174 kHz should be around ∼2 μm [70]. Additionally, bubbles in that range have the tendency 
to collapse under right/resonant conditions as shown in [71] producing liquid jets in the nanometer range. 
Typically liquid jet tip is in the range of 1/10th of the maximum or resonant bubble radius as 
experimentally showed in [72]. 
Additionally, due to the chain reaction of cavitation bubble multiplication [73], the first collapse is 
accompanied by the formation of even smaller in size bubbles (nanobubbles [74]). Although the 
nanobubbles produced in the chain reaction are significantly larger (over 30 nm [74]) than the interlayer 
graphite gap, they are still excited by the shock waves or even the incident frequency of 1174 kHz so they 
can vigorously oscillate generating different vibrating modes the so-called “Faraday or surface waves” 
[75]. As the surface waves of MHz frequency resonate, they form unstable and highly non-linear/chaotic 
and dynamic structures [76]. Bubble pressures may reach a few hundreds of kPa [75, 76] adequate to 
exfoliate the layers as reported previously [77]. Based on this, we assume that the high-frequency US 
treatment described here was “gentler” in terms of size of jets emitted due to the vigorous contraction or 
implosion action and was more suitable for exfoliation in terms of cavitation bubble sizes. Petrier et al. 
[78] observed that the size of the collapsing bubbles and the duration of the collapse decreased with the 
increasing frequency. Given that, the membrane US configuration seems to be rather suitable for higher 
quality graphene exfoliation. On the other hand, the 20-mm sonotrode at 20 kHz produces larger bubbles 
that collapse more violently and may be more effective in dispersing the flakes, leading to higher 
concentration of FLG in solution as seen in Fig. 4a and Fig. 5c,d but also generating large amount of 
smaller cavitation bubbles. It was suggested that the bubbles of micrometre size can break the graphite 
 
particles in the direction perpendicular to graphitic planes while the smaller bubbles expand gently the 
space along the layers [79]. 
A combination of these two approaches of exciting cavitation seems promising to industrial scale-up, 
which is in line with the results reported elsewhere [28]; though the authors of ref. [28] used a combination 
of a 30-kHz bath and a 20-kHz sonotrode with surfactants and chemical exfoliating agents.  
An alternative mechanism of cavitation-induced exfoliation in water is based on sonochemistry. 
According to Kim et al. [39] layer-by-layer graphene exfoliation in water occurs solely due to a 
sonochemical reaction of the free radicals produced by the bubbles collapsing. They performed the 
ultrasonication at two temperatures (30 and 60 °C) in a 40-kHz US bath for 60 h (!) and concluded that 
cavitation achieved only at 60 °C was responsible for the observed exfoliation. Unfortunately, the 
provided data was related to the chemistry only and the analysis of the US parameters and cavitation was 







Figure 6. A high-speed sequence 
(from a to f) of frames illustrating 
physico-mechanical exfoliation of 
a graphite flake by a 24 kHz 3-mm 
ultrasonic source. Arrows show the 
place of splitting (exfoliation) with 
cavitation bubbles penetrating the 
split. 100,000 fps using FASTCAM 
SA-Z type 2100K-M. The 
supplementary video can be 
accessed with the online version of 
the article as Video 1 







Our ongoing research on in-situ observations of graphene exfoliation under cavitation treatment gives 
us confidence in the physico-mechanical mechanisms of exfoliation. Using high-speed filming of 
exfoliation we observed splitting of graphite flakes by oscillating and imploding bubbles. These 
observations and their analysis are the subject of a forthcoming publication and the reader is directed to 
ref. [77] for details. Here we just illustrate the suggested mechanisms by a sequence of frames obtained 
at a rate of 100,000 frames per sec using FASTCAM SA-Z type 2100K-M. The same 24-kHz 3-mm 
source of ultrasound was used in pure water and a graphite flake was fixed to the glass vessel bottom. 
Figure 6 clearly demonstrates how the cavitation bubbles generated at the sonotrode tip, are splitting the 
 
graphite flake and then gradually exfoliating the flake by continuous penetration of the bubbles into the 
opening between the graphite layers. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 We studied the effects of the key ultrasonic LPE parameters, i.e. frequency, configuration geometry 
and power, on the quality, size and yield of FLG flakes produced in DIW without any additions of 
chemical surfactants in a limited period of time (2 h) in a 50-mm diameter vessel with 150 ml of water-
powder solution at 40 °C. A uniform distribution of cavitation events throughout the treated volume 
assisted by primary and secondary acoustic flows was a key factor in producing good quality FLG flakes. 
The best results in terms of larger in surface (∼1-3 μm2) and thinner in size (∼5 layers) FLG flakes 
were obtained with a sizable (20-mm) sonotrode at 20 kHz and with an oscillating membrane (50-mm) at 
1174 kHz. To the best of our knowledge and based on the comparison with the very recent research 
findings in this field, we can conclude that our results are on par with the best results for graphene sono-
exfoliation in water. A combination of two frequencies of sonication might be promising for practical 
implementation of LPE without harmful additions. The increase in the input power reduces the average 
thickness of the final FLG flakes and improves the yield of cavitation-induced LPE at both frequencies. 
Some parameters (uniformity in thickness and yield) still can be and should be further improved. 
The suggested mechanism of FLG flakes exfoliation in water is based on the mechanical action of 
small active cavitation bubbles that promote exfoliation and dispersion of FLG flakes. This mechanism is 
supported by the ongoing unique in-situ direct observations.  
Future work will be directed towards combination of different ultrasonic sources and in-situ 
observations of cavitation-driven LPE with the aim to elucidate further the governing mechanisms. 
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1. Raman spectroscopy analysis 
Table S1. Intensity ratios between the Raman peaks D, D′, 2D and G for the samples obtained at different 
US configurations and for original GP, as well as TEM data on average thickness of the flakes exfoliated 
by corresponding listed set-ups. 
Set-ups: f (kHz) / power (%) D/G D′/G D/D’ 2D/G Average NLs 
Samples described in Fig. 2 
Original graphite 0.21±0.07 0.12±0.06 1.75 0.56±0.05 NA 
SLG 0.21 NA  6.3 NA 
1174 kHz (membrane) /50% 0.2±0.06 0.15±0.05 1.33 0.7±0.19 13±6 
20 kHz (20-mm sonotrode) /50% 0.27±0.08 0.16±0.03 1.69 0.68±0.23 14±9 
20 kHz (3-mm sonotrode) /50% 0.39±0.19 0.23±0.08 1.69 0.7±0.2 28±13 
Samples described in Fig. 4 
20 kHz (20-mm sonotrode) /25% 0.29±0.13 0.15±0.02 1.9 0.66±0.2 15±7 
208 kHz (membrane) /27% 0.38±0.14 0.2±0.1 1.9 0.62±0.17 31±15 
378 kHz (membrane) /43% 0.29±0.08 0.15±0.05 1.9 0.59±0.1 9.2±4 
992 kHz (membrane) /65% 0.34±0.08 0.17±0.06 2 0.6±0.13 9.8±5 
1174 kHz (membrane) /97% 0.28±0.08 0.14±0.03 2 0.64±0.1 6.8±5 
Additional sample described in Fig. 5 
20 kHz (20-mm sonotrode) /100% 0.49±0.2 0.2±0.08 2.45 0.68±0.18 5±2 
 
2. Yield calculation 
To estimate the yield we used the 20-mm/20-kHz set-up working at 100% of input power, which provide 
us with the sample of highest FLG flakes concentration (based on UV-vis spectral intensity presented in 
Fig. 5c,d). 4 samples of FLG flakes in water were prepared using 4 different initial GP weight: 60, 40, 25 
and 15 mg. Each of as-prepared solution was divided into 3 equal parts to be centrifuged (CF) at 3 different 
rcf values prior to measuring by UV-vis spectroscopy. Non-CF samples also were measured and their 
yields were compared with those of CF samples. The concentration of the dispersed FLG flakes in water 
was calculated using the Beer-Lambert-law with an absorbance coefficient of α = 4615 L g-1m-1 [39, 80]. 
Calculated yield dependency is presented in Fig. S1. All curves demonstrate maximum for initial 
concentration around 25 g/l. Nevertheless, one can see that the yield is also sensitive to CF speed and is 
drastically reduces at high rcf. 
 
 
3. In-situ observation of cavitation bubbles interaction with graphite layers 
The 3-mm / 24-kHz source of ultrasound was used in pure water and a graphite flake was fixed to the 
glass vessel bottom. The film was obtained at a rate of 100,000 frames per sec using FASTCAM SA-Z 
type 2100K-M. 







Figure S1. Yield calculation for the as-
prepared FLG flakes in water depend on the 
initial concentration of GP and for different 
rcf. 0 rcf corresponds to non-CF samples. 
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